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Abstract

The QT Database includes ECGs which were chosen to
represent a wide variet’y of QRS and ST-T morphologies, in
order ti, challenge QT cletection algorithms with real-world
variability. The records were chosen primarily from among
existing ECG database:!, including the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database[3], the European Society of Cardiology ST-T
L)atabase[4] (courtesy of Prof. Carlo Marchesi), and several
other ECG databases collected at. Boston’s Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. The existing databases are an excellent source of varied and well characterized data, t,o which
we have added reference annotatioris marking the location of
waveform boundaries. The additional recordings were choseri to represent extremes of cardiac (patho)physiology. We
gathered new data from Holter recordings of patients who
experienced sudden cardiac death during the recordings, ami
agp-and-gender matched patient,s without diagnosed cardiac
disease.
The Q T Database contains a total of 105 fifteen-minute
excerpts of two channel ECGs, selected to avcid significant
basciine wander or other artifacts. (We note t.liat a. consequence of this selection procedure is that heart rates during
these excerpts tend to be lelatively low, probably since higher
rates are frequently associated with noisy signals that would
have failed t,o satisfy our selection criteria.) Table 1 shows
the sources of the data.

W e present here a QT database designed j b r evaluation
of algorithms that detect waveform boundaries in the EGG.
T h e dataabase consists of 105 fifteen-minute excerpts of twochannel ECG Holter recordings, chosen to include a broad variety of QRS and ST- T morphologies. Waveform bounda,ries
f o r a subset of beats in, these recordings have been manually
determined by expert annotators using a n interactive graphic
disp1a.y to view both signals simultaneously and t o insert the
annotations. Examples of each m,orvhologg were inchded in
this subset of uniaotated beats; at least 30 beats in each record,
3622 beats in all, were manually a:anotated in Ihe database.
In 11 records, two indepen,dent sets of ennotations have been
inchded, to a.llow inter-observer variability slwdies. T h e Q T
Databnse is available on a CD-ROM i n the format previously
used f o r the MIT-BJH Arrhythmia Database ayad the European ST-T Database, f r o m which some of the recordings in
the &T Database have been obtained.

1.

Introduction

Measurements of the width or duration of waves in the
ECG are widely used to define abnormal electrica! conduction in the heart, to detect myocardial damage, and to straiify patients at risk of cardiac arrhyt,hmias[l, 21. ,4 number
of automated methods for making such measurements, especially of the Q T interval, have been designed. Several studies
have been undertaken to evaluate the performance of such
algorithms, but they have been hampered by a lack of stendardized databases containing a sufficiently large number of
carefully annotated heartbeats with manually-made measurements of waveform boundaries. This situation probab!y reflects the tremendous effort required for a clinician to manually annotate a statistically significant set of QRST coinplexes. We have attempted to address this problem by constructing an annotated reference database (the Q T Database)
which includes a wide variety of ECG morphologies, and a
significant number of patient records. This paper will describe the design and construction of the QT Database and
associated utility software.

2.

Table 1: Distribution of the 105 records according to the original Database.
1 MIT-BIN I MIT-B1H I MIT-BIH I MIT-BIN I ESC I MIT-BIH I Sudden 1

Within each record, between 30 and 100 represent,ative
beats were rnanually ann’otated by cardio!ogists, who identified the beginning, peak arid end ofthe P-wave, tlie beginning
and end of the QRS-complex (the QRS fiducial mark, typically at the R-wave peak, was given by an automated QRS
detector), the peak and end of tlie T-wave, and (if present)
the peak and end of the U-wave. In order t o permit the study
of beat-to-beat variations such as alternans, 30 consecutive
beats of the dominant morpliology were annotated in each
case if possible. I n records with significant QRS morphology
variation, up to 20 beats of each non-dominant morphology
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Table !. A: Records from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database
Record Original interval time I annot 1 Waveform Pattern

were also annotated. Only “normal” beats were annotated.
The criteria for beat selection were: 1) all are classified as
“normal” by ARISTOTLE[5], and 2) the preceding and following beats are also normal. Beats were only annotated
during the final 5 minutes of the excerpts in order to allow
analysis algorithms a minimum of 10 minutes for learning. In
all, 3622 beats have been annotated by cardiologists. These
annotations have been carefully audited to eliminate gross errors, although the precise placement of each annotation was
left to the judgment of the expert annotators. The current
edition of the Q T Database includes two independently derived sets of annotations for l l records (to permit study of
inter-observer variability). The remaining 94 records contain
only a single set of expert annotations.
All records were sampled a t 250 Hz. Those which were not
originally sampled at that rate were converted using xform,
anapplication from the MIT Waveform Database Software
Package [3], which is provided with the Q T Database.

3.
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Table 2. B: Records from MIT-BIH ST Change Database
Record 1 Original interval time I annot I Waveform Pattern

1

The Records

The records are provided in the MIT-BIH Database format. Q T Database records have record names of the form
selnnnn, where nnnn is the name of the original record
in the source database. Each record includes a signal file
(record.dat, where record is the record name), a header file
(record.hea, describing the format of the signal file), and several annotation files: record.atr contains the original annotations from the source database; record.ari contains QRS annotations obtained automatically by ARISTOTLE[5];record.pu0
and record.pu1 contain the automatic waveform onsets and
ends in signals 0 and 1 respectively, as detected using the differentiated threshold method by ecgpuwave[6]; and recordman,
record.qt n, and record.qnc contain the manual annotations,
as described in the next section, for annotators n=1,2. The
record.atr files do not exist for the 24 sudden death records,
since no reference annotations were available in this case.
ARISTOTLEclassifies the detected beats as normal ( N ) or
belonging to other beat types[5]. Those beats considered
normal are clustered into different groups specified by the
num fields of the a r i annotations. In the num fields of the
pu* annotations, ecgpuwave classifies the T waves as normal (0), inverted ( I ) , only upwards (a), only downwards ( 3 ) ,
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(5). Waveform onset “(” and end “)” annotations specify the
waveform type in their num fields (0 for a P-wave, 1 for a QRS
complex, 2 for a T wave, or 3 for a U-wave). All of these files
are in the /qtdb directory of the QT Database CD-ROM.

sell6265
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Table 2 documents the make-up of t h e QT Database, show-

se116273

Record

ing the record name, the source database, t,he time interval
excerpted (shown relative to the beginning of the original
record in the source database), the number of manually ailnotated beats, and the pattern of t,lie dominant waveform in
each record.
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Holter records from the sudden death group are not Calibrated with respect to amplitude; thus the signal gains recorded
in the header files for these records are only estimates. Records
sell 02 and sell 04 come from paced ECG recordings.
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Table 2. G: Records from MIT-BIH Long-Term ECG Database
Record 1 Original
interval time I annot I Waveform Pattern
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Manual A.nnotation

Manual annotations were made by two experts using a SUN
workstation using WA\JE[3]. The extraction of the annotation file which contain,s the QRS annotations was made automatically, generating the recordman annotation file. Each
expert added estimated waveform boundaries t o a copy of
the record.man file. In this way we have for each record two
manual annotation files denoted by recordqtn, where n=1,2
denotes expert who p’erformed the annotations. A screen
similar to that shown shown in Fig. 1 was presented to the
expert annotators to support the editing process. Both leads
were displayed simultaneously, and then a decision was made
about the time location of the fiducial point. Fiducial points
were marked by a ‘1’ s,ymbol, movable by a cursor, and the
times were added to the annotation file. These annotations
were audited to correct the iiiconsisteiicies detected (e.g., misplaced or missing annotations) and changed to the regular
annotation symbols ‘(’ ,‘)’, It’, ‘p’, and ‘U’, to produce the
record.qnc files, containing the final manual annotations. For
11 records the procedure was repeated for a second annotator
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(n=2).

5.

Software for the QT Database

The Q T Database CD-ROM includes the MIT-BIH Waveform Database Software Package, containing many of the
tools needed to work witah this and other other compatible
databases (including the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database, the
MIMIC Database, the AI-IA Database, the European ST-T
Database, and the MGI-I Database). The major components
of the DB Software Package are the DB library (subroutines
that may be included in user-written C, C++, or Fortran
software for reading and writing Q T Database files), formatconversion software, and a variety of signal-processing applications. The DB library is provided in C source form;
the other software in the package is provided in precompiled
form for MS-DOSand several popular versions of UNIX.The
CD-ROM also includes a demonstration version of WAVE, a
graphical environment for manipulating sets of digitized signals with optional annotations. Samples and further details
are available from h t t p : / / e c g . m i t .edu/ .
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Figure 1. WAVE screen dzsplay as used b y the expert m n o t a t o r s for markzng the locatzons of waoe boundaraes. T h e software
automattcally stores the chosen locatzcns, and moues ahead to the next beal to be marked.

Figure 2. Screen dasplay of the record an Fzg. 1 aftpr the manual annotataons have been completed.
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